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Introduction

• Brief presentation on local data

• Discussion about accessing local data

• Feedback from floor

• Complete short questionnaire
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Why do we need local data?



Why do we need local data?

• Evidence base is needed to support many
statutory functions including:

– Sustainable Community Strategy

– Local Area Agreements

– Comprehensive Area Assessments

– Local economic assessments

– Equalities impact assessment

– Local Development Frameworks

– Strategic Housing Market Assessments



More local data

• Policy Action Team
(PAT) 18: Better
information (2000)

• Neighbourhood
Statistics (Feb 2001)



Key sources of local data

• Census

• NOMIS

• Neighbourhood
Statistics

• Data Interchange Hub

• Service data

• Survey results



LSP priorities

• Data available to support Pride of Place
themes including survey results

• Sharing data important to build upon
existing evidence base



Managing local information

• Increased data needs

• LAs being encouraged to develop
solutions to managing this process

• Some LAs are creating Local Information
Systems (LIS) or data observatories

• Here in East Sussex we have East Sussex
in Figures



Features of a data
observatory/LIS

• Publicly accessible website

• One stop shop

• Data at various geographical levels

• Way of sharing useful datasets between
partners

• Useful metadata explains the sources and
definitions
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Challenges in accessing data

• Not collected

• Lack of awareness

• Different geographies

• Not shared

– Concerns about data protection

– Hoarding, information = power

– Wider use not recognised



Meeting the challenge

• Better training

• Access to more analysis skills

• Commissioning local research

• Sharing more data



Questions about local data?

Tim Carpenter, ESiF Co-ordinator

Sarah Boughton, Principal Planner
(Demography and Housing)



Discussion

• Access – problems sourcing specific data

• Local – what is local to you

• Data – information… intelligence… insight

• What is the missing link?


